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About This Game

Take charge of operations on the legendary islands of the Muertes archipelago and bring the wonder, majesty and danger of
dinosaurs to life. Build for Science, Entertainment or Security interests in an uncertain world where life always finds a way.

Bioengineer dinosaurs that think, feel and react intelligently to the world around them. Play with life itself to give your
dinosaurs unique behaviors, traits and appearances, then contain and profit from them to fund your global search for lost

dinosaur DNA.

Control the big picture with deep management tools or go hands-on to confront challenges on the ground or in the air. Expand
your islands and choose your own journey in an all-new narrative featuring iconic characters from across the franchise and

decades of Jurassic lore at your fingertips.
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Title: Jurassic World Evolution
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Frontier Developments
Publisher:
Frontier Developments
Release Date: 12 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 (SP1+)/8.1/10 64bit

Processor: Intel i5-2300/AMD FX-4300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 (Legacy GPU: GeForce GTX 660) / AMD Radeon 7850 (2GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Italian,Korean
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Not worth the money...

The game is pretty and the animations are sweet but there is just a lack of content... the game has no
depth and even sandbox doesn't let you do much... especially because the islands are very small and the customisations are few.
The worst part and kind of game breaking is the dino AI... they just fight and kill constantly... without any reasoning behind it.
It takes away all immersion you might have had... no hunger... no territorial fights... predators just go on a killing rampage for
no reason not even eating their victims... it sucks...
And even after patches the dinosaurs don't feel like they have a natural behaviour which is kind of the point of a game like that
and it was what made OG so great... I would still prefer OG over this game any day.. i love this game and i love dinos goood
TREX KING OF ALL DINOS
. What`s wrong with you, Devs?

Make the game MEAN something to us. Use some imagination.

1. Better 1st person mode. Not just stuck in one spot by a window. Allow us to walk around the park as the manager (even if we
have to have an Avatar made up). Do it the game would be gold if you did.

2. Allow a 1st person view in driving and other immersive pov aspects (such as view from the Helo). I want to stand at that
fence with a Triceratops sniffing at me. I want to ride my jeep into the enclosure to refill a Feeder with a Tyrannosaurus Rex
thinking about having a go- and does. Even if it eats me before I get out! (Just have a Reload mode).

3. Add some danger just from taking care of them to the people who take care of them!. Dammit.

4. Be harder, meaner, more realistic. Make the Dinos MEAN something!

Basically make the Player FEEL like he`s there seeing these beasts with the good and bad that entails.

Then you get a thumbs up.

You guys lack so hard in imagination. You make nice looking Dinosaurs by the numbers, but forget the IMMERSION that gets
people watching the movies and wanting to play. You miss the MAGIC of what made these things a wonder for us.

p.s. Also less nickle and diming with the DLCs.. This game could be soooooo much better with several simple additions. A lot
of people are wanting things like aquatic and marine reptiles, which admittedly would be pretty cool, I think there are a few
smaller things that could be worked on first.

1 - Park details.
The lack of decorative structures\/plants\/additions is such a disappointment, considering the amount of customisation that you
can do on the devs other game Planet Coaster. I can't even say its bare minimum because there is nothing to do to your park to
make it look better. A fountain, a sign even a garbage bin, its just not there. Speaking of bins, you don't have to worry about
stuff like cleanliness of the park either. There aren't any cleaners, something Jurassic Park: Operation Genesis had, which is a
shame.

2 - Utilising your employees.
I get that you can't send in a trainer\/employee into a Tyrannosaur enclosure to feed them, which isn't my concern, but it doesn't
make sense for the rangers to be feeding them when 2 of the feeders is a tree and a bunch of goats. When they get restocked am
I meant to imagine the ranger jeeps pulling up to a sauropod feeder with a trunk full of trees? I get the food for the dinos comes
out from underground, so why not just keep it like that?

3 - Park size.
This is a popular complaint with players, and I can understand where you had the idea to restrict the are in which we can build.
It does provide for a challenge. But when we finally hit Isla Nublar in that sandbox mode, it would be sooooooo much more
rewarding to get the entire island instead of a single valley. Again, going back to JPOG, we were able to terraform the ENTIRE
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island. We could erase mountains and have a river instead. Or divide the map with a mountain range. And for some of the needs
the dinos require, some enclosures can take up a lot of room.

That's all I can think of right now. I still like playing it, but these days its more for showing my 3 year old nephew the game
rather than personal enjoyment.

I'll recommend purely for people wanting a basic park game.. Jurassic World Evolution is, for the majority, the spiritual
successor of JPOG and while this is valid due to the similarities between both games I could not disagree more.

First of all, the game is not worth 45 euros. Period. This being said the game is easily encountered in sales that can make it cost
around 15 20 euros and, considering the reduced price tag I would say this is a pretty sweet deal depending on an extra-factor,
that is, what are you expecting from this game.

In my point of view, if you are expecting an in-depth park management game with some revolutionary mechanics that will make
JPOG look like an old game.. just forget about it, you will not like this product, in fact, if you are looking to that as a key-
feature I highly advise you to stick with JPOG since it is a much superior game.

This is why I think JW:Evolution is not the spiritual successor to JPOG despite looking like. JW:Evolution is much more of an
artistic asset showcase than a park-management game and, oh boy, the assets are phenomenal. The game is much more of a
chilling artistic experience than a challenging game and, judging the artistic experience, this game is phenomenal. The dino
models are absolutely astonishing and as far as known are realistic. In terms of sound, a cracker aswell. An absolute of a blast
experience.

To conclude, I would like to distinguish both JPOG and JW:E with this. JPOG makes you want to own a dinossaur park and
despite you actually manage one in both games JW:E makes you want to be a tourist in that park.
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graphics:brilliant
Game play: great quite strategic
price: perfect
worth the money: definitely 10\/10 game. Very relaxing and highly recommended for the more laid back time management \/
tycoon simulator type. You gain access to the sandbox island relatively early in the game (though if you want to enjoy that part
to the fullest extent I recommend finishing the other islands first). Beautiful graphics. Very nostalgic of the Jurassic Park:
Operation Genesis game. Very appreciative of the voice acting and story lines. The sabotages come a bit heavy handed, but
seem infrequent in the standard playthrough of the game, which is nice. Dangerously addictive if you find yourself spacing out
and simply watching your dinosaurs roam about.. Dinosaur lovers dream, This game is stunning to look at, the only downfall i
find is the maps are very small and have limited space for building this paired with the very limited terrain tools for building the
Pens for the Dino's.. I'm giving this game thumbs up, just because I love dinosaurs, and there's plenty of them. But it's only like
55% overall.

This game is quite lacking in just about everything except the dinosaurs. There are MORE dinosaur species than THINGS you
can build in your park!

+ + +
*Dinosaur variability and their behauvior
*Graphics & Sounds
*Original Jurassic Movie soundtracks and actor voiceovers
*Jeep Driving
- - -
*Almost nothing to do once you finish building your park
*Guests couldn't be more bland and boring. No individual needs or desires, happiness, or need for toilets!
*No Staff Management (or any micromanagement really)
*All islands are small and almost identical
*Absolutely 0 options to customize your park in any way (beside choosing out of 3 similar pathways)
*Almost 0 replayability, as different islands are basically just different terrain shape and are only useful for unlocking more
stuff. the game is no that simple, but not that complicated.
it can be a good timekiller for people who wants a light zoo builder
but sometimes fustrating if you dont manage the factions. 10\/10 better than fortnite would buy again. Around a year after first
release and several updates latter the game only now feels like a halfhearted successor to Operation Genesis. Many things about
this game scream cheap tie-in or mobile game that one way or another got a much bigger budget and an AAA price tag. This
isn't to say the game is totally unenjoyable, but issues such as dinosaurs being one of the most boring parts of the game due to
reused animations and lack of any real variety outside of models and paint jobs for most along with no real park customization
means the enjoyment you get out of the first few hours will be replaced by a stagnant repetitive grind as you stare at the same
handful of buildings and dinosaurs. ( there may be over 50 dinos but less then half are useful or worth having in your park) All
hope may not be lost as the devs and community haven't abandoned the game and updates still come regularly with the promise
this game may one day be a great game, but we live in the present and the promise the game MIGHT be worth it in a few
months or years means less then nothing. This is only further complicated by games DLC, although far from EA levels of
egregiousness when the most common complaint of your game is lack of variety of dinosaurs, missing features, and feeling over
all unfinished just lumping some new dinos into DLC packs is most certainly going to step on some peoples toes. Finally the
community, granted it is unfair to blame the devs for this but they have their hand in the games problems as well. The majority
of the community are perfectly fine, but some how the jurassic franchise or perhaps prehistoric animals in general breeds one of
the most toxic and defensive fan bases i have seen that only attempts to stomp out any criticism of the game regardless of
legitimacy (often with strawmen or goal post moving) , turns more players away from the game, and scares off possible future
players.

In Short
A incredibly shallow game with the chance to improve only further hurt by devs that on the surface seem like they only want to
cash in and cash out and a rapidly obnoxious subset of its fan base who will tolerate no negativity or criticism to the game. Only
worth getting on sale
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